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phase What seemed hke a dazmtlllf!. challenge in late 1995, appmrs nou' 111 retrospect as a cmctal 
galcmziscr of the IPTS energ1es and sk1lls 
7be Report has puhhshed articles m a number c!l areas. keeping a rough balance among them and 
e:tploitillf!. mterdisc1plmaritv as much as poss1hle. Art1clcs are deemed prospect1wl)' releuant' il thcv 
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T11e thorough drajimg and redrajimg process, based 011 continuous mteractiue consultatwn U7th our 
collahoratmg netzrork ol institutes. u'hich U'tll progressil'ely become even more inuolued 111 the process, 
guarantees qualitv control 
Tbe .first, and poss1hlv most significant. ind1cator of success ~.~ that the Report zs hein/!, read L~sue 00 
(December 1995!- q/ u'hich 2000 cop1es were pmlted in u'hat seemed to he mz optimistic pnyect1on at the 
t1me- has become a collector:~ Item. Since the11 c1rculatzon has nsen to 6000 Requests for suhscnptwns bm•e 
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comments ll'e hm'e receu'ed range from the 111jiJrmal. formal commumcatums (in paper or electronic 
form!, m1d take in as udl as a Reader Sun•ey commz.,:qmzed hv IPTS 
Readers' direct engagement ll'lfh the contellf of the report:~ art1cles bas led us to mclude a Letters-to-thi'-
Edltor section, U'hlch started in the June 1.\:,·zl!! 
7be nsmg esteem in u•b1ch the puhlicatum 1s held zs aLm making 1t mcreasmglv attractwefor authors from 
outszde the Commission We have alrea(~V puhltshed contnlmtions by authors from such renoll'ned 
imtitutwns such as the Th'O 111 Holland. the \DJ 111 Germany. the E'VEA m ltalv. the Counczl of Strategic 
and lnternatwnal Stud1cs 111 the US. etc 
7be Report 1s produced szmultancouslv 111 jintr languages (English, French, German and Spanish), hv 
IPTS. to these one could add the Itahan tran~lation mlunteered hv h'NEA (yet another szgn of the Report:~ 
mcreasmg l'!Sihi/it)') 7bc fact that 1t 1s not on!)• amzlahle 111 sez'erallanguages, but also larue~v prepared 
mzd produced on the Internet's Wrwld \117ide Web. makes zt quite mz wzcommon undertakmg 
m:• tl'lll contmue to stril 'e to meet the expectatums of' our L'ery• dwerse readership. to auo1d the traps of 
Ol'ersirnpl((zcatlon. encyclopaedic rel'ieu•s ur the znaccess1hiltty rif academic Journals The kev IS to remmd 
huth mtrseh>es and our readers. that ll'e cannot he all thmgs to all people, that If is important to can·c out 
our 11icbc and keep on c:tplonnf!. and exploiting If, hopmf!. to zlluminatc tup1cs under a neu·. reuealing 
ltp,bt. ji!r the henej'it qf' the readers. to prepare them to manage the challenf!.es ahead. 
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complex mterplay of the elements of the global carbon cycle will be needed If 
emissions targets are to be set and monitored effectively. 
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The first article in this issue of The IPTS Report ~~ The article suggests that the (mis)application of 
the third instalment in a series of articles on climate certain principles in downsizing experiments, 
change and in particular greenhouse gases. In may actually undermme technology innovation 
previou:, articles the need to act in the face of and adoption, as well as the loss of tacit 
uncertainty, as well as the ways in which to knowledge facilitating technology use. It argues 
integrate uncertainty into decision making were for the importance of exploring alternative 
explored. Here the focus is on global carbon cycle. approaches based on creating conditions that 
on the difficulty and importance of associating allow small companies to thrive, promoting closer 
preCise measurements with it. It suggests a dual involvement and even investment by employees 
approach wherein carbon budgets are 'tudted at m proJects, and a philosophy of continuous 
field and ecosystem leveb for extended tnne improvement 
periods, while at the same time not neglecting the 
mechanisms of smaller scale lluxes. Moreover 
parallel to research on natural eo, absorption and 
sequestration patterns, the opportunities to increase 
carbon 'torage could he explored. 
The second article presents scenarios for the 
development of olive oil production m the 
Mediterranean. Due to ib healthy tmage oltve oil 
b projected to rabe its market share in wealthy 
non-European countrie,. This coupled with 
opportuntttes afforded by new environmentally-
friendly technologie~. may present an 
opportunity for Ell and non-Ell Mediterranean 
producer countnes to work together, promotmg 
and explOiting complementantte:,, ftghtmg 
unemployment and rural exodus. as well a:, 
environmental degradation, not simply focu:,ing 
on productivity growth within the olive oil 
mdustry. 
The tlmd arttcle rahe' que:,tions regarding 
'downsizing·. often presented as a path towards 
productivity growth, and efficiency enhancement. 
The issues of unemployment reduction and 
nnprovmg competitiveness behind the third 
article are also central to the fourth article. 
Demographic patterns, leading to problems, 
whtch are uncharacteristically predictable, make 
the reduction of unemployment and the 
compettttveness of Ell firms a cructal conditton 
for the pre,ervatton of an aflluent lifestyle, 
espectally m the light of a rapidly ageing 
population, expecting to receive the benefib it 
has been promised and to whKh tt ha:, been 
accu,tomed. 
Current demographic patterns make the questions 
rai:,ed by the article on biomedical implanb, a 
raptdly growmg market, for which standards will 
have to he devi,ed and updated following 
technological developmenb. increasingly relevant. 
Regulation would need to he both adequate and 
effective. performing the dual task of protecting 
the recipient of the implant. while at the 'ame 
tune 'tillleavmg incentive for innovation that will 
enhance patienb' live,. 
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The article "Towards the Zero Emission Vehicle: 
The role of the hybrid car", in issue 02 (March 1996) of 
The IPTS Report, is based on a number of questionable assumptions. 
We would like to comment on them on the basis of our experience of 
market launch projects in the automotive field. 
The need for higher perfonnanc:e 
One premise was the assumption that th~re is a need and a market for vehicles with ever higher performance. Presumably this refers 
to acceleration, maximum speed and range as the main performance variables. These variables are indeed important sales arguments 
for the automobile manufacturers and sales agents. However, the acceleration and the maximum speed of most passenger cars 
already now exceeds real needs and possibilities. It exceeds the requirements both in urban areas and secondary roads and 
motorways. The type of vehicle usage (mission profile) determines in particular the driveline characteristics, and through this, the 
vehicle performance figures. An increase of available acceleration will only have a marginal effect. 
The maximum permitted/recommended speed in most European countries is 130 km/hour. Most passenger cars on the market are 
already overpowered, capable of a maximum speed which exceeds these limits. There is therefore no reason for a further increase 
in acceleration and maximum speed performance. 
An adaptation of the internal combustion engine to actual requirements could produce benefits for energy efficiency and energy 
consumption, and consequently for the environment. It is of interest that Dutch automobile importers and sales outlets have agreed 
not to use acceleration and maximum speed in their advertising. 
Electric vehicles 
Another assumption was the comparison of electric vehicles (EVS) with "normal" cars, that is: cars with internal combustion engines 
(ICVs). They should have the same acceleration qualities and the same range. We have never seen such a car. Is it a Panda, a Cadillac, 
a Volkswagen Beetle, a Chrysler Voyager? Based upon this point EVS are quite often disqualified. 
However, many EVS have now very acceptable acceleration figures, as shown by information given by automobile manufacturers. 
Comparing battery electric vehicles (BEV) with vehicles powered by internal combustion engines, therefore, is questionable. BEVs 
have their own niche markets: small package transport by parcel services, repair services, utility company fleets and second cars. 
They perform very satisfactory in towns and urban districts, where the required range is 100- 150 km per day. With an acceleration 
that fully meets the need in these areas. There they have their optimum environmental benefits: they are clean and quiet. 
5 
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Hybrid vehldes 
The hybrid vehicle (HV) is seen as a future substitute for the ICV. This will only be the case when it is performing satisfactorily for 
the driver, executing its mission for him/her. Its characteristics would equal that of ICY's then available on the market. 
Another of the article's assumptions was the need for off-board battery charging. The layout of the drive line of an HV with its 
components, should guarantee that for most trips, the batteries do not need any off-board charging. Off-board charging should be 
an exception. The need for an additional infrastructure for overnight recharging facilities should be considered carefully. It is one of 
the drawbacks of private owned EVS but is not a problem for fleet owners. In many cases the public electricity supply system is 
inadequate for this purpose. Maybe it can manage slow charging, but fast charging will, in many cases, give rise to problems. 
For realistic comparisons of emissions, a kind of life cycle analysis is required. Emissions are determined by the way electricity is 
generated in a given country. A ZEV is in a broader sense, not at all a "zero emission vehicle", but an "elsewhere" emission vehicle 
... 
(EEV). A HV is at its best a low emission vehicle (LEV). 
Specific R&D effort is still needed for controllers and battery management systems. The importance of these devices is generally 
underestimated. 
Another of the article's assumptions was that HV can ease and shorten the period of the eventual introduction of pure EVS. In the 
near (?) future we could expect the introduction of pure EVS. 
However, the physical and chemical properties of the materials, used in existing and in experimental batteries, will never make it 
possible to store an amount of energy comparable to that of a tank of petrol, diesel fuel or LPG. Thus, the car of the future will not 
be a pure electric vehicle, but it could be a hybrid one. 
Authors: 
Ben van Spanje, Arie Brouwer (Programme-managers Traffic and Transport Novem BV I Utrecht I The Netherlands), 
tel, +31 30 239 34 21 
e-mail: nlnovbvs@ibmmail.com 
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Accurate calculations 
and measurements of 
carbon flows are a 
prerequisite for the 
definition of reduction 
targets 
Unless there are 
significant changes in 
the market fossil fuels 
will continue to 
dominate energy 
production well into 
the 21st century 
8 
The problematic nature of the global carbon Why is the balance of the 
balance means tlut the greenhou~e gas CO carbon cycle so difficult to 
remain:, a crucial point in the climate debate The estimate? 
pre:,ent paper in tht:, :,enes high!tghb the :-.tatus of 
re:,earch on the carbon cycle and aun:-. to explain According to recent e:,tunation:,, present carbon 
whv the early clarification of this issue "e:,sential emi:,Stons from fo:,stl fuel burning and land use 
and focu:,e~ on the unre,oln~d research questions. amount to about 7 Giga tons per year (Gt C'yrl 
globally. The most relevant contributors to the 
Why is a detailed knowledge 
about the carbon balance so 
important? 
Carbon cltoxtde is the most important of the 
greenhouse gases that are directly influenced by 
human activities. The rising atmo:,pheric 
concentration of carbon dtoxide is prediCted to exert 
a global "arming intluence arising from tb mfrared 
ahsorptton. The CO, concentration m the 
atmosphere b determined by the emis:,ions from 
comhustton of fossil fueb and land use as well ao by 
eo, uptake and release by the earth's ocean:,, 
vegetation and soils The exce:,:, anthropogemc eo, 
is usmlly transported mto the ocean and the 
biosphere by the same processe:, as natural eo, and 
the fact that the:,e exchange processes are non-lmear 
means that uptake of the e:-..ce:,:, anthropogenic eo, 
is not proportional to the natural exchange fluxes. 
Esttmates of carbon balance parameters 'ary a~ a 
re:,ult of difference:, m location and tnne of 
mea:,uremenb and have resulted m more 
emissiom can he stgregated mto the transport, 
electric power gtneration, deforestation, indu:,try 
and the residenttal :,ector, with the ftrst three 
being the most important source:, of emt:,stom 
(!EA. 199'i). 
Since the world population is exptcted to grow 
from 'i 3 htllion in 1990 to 9.'i billion in 20)0 and 
up to IO.'i billion in 2100, energy demand can he 
expected to txperience a dramatic increa~e ( IPCC, 
1996l The projections forecast that by 2010 
annual global <:missions \\'tll have increased SO O;Q 
relatl\'e to 1990, and emissions from developing 
countrits will exceed the OECD (Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development) level 
by 2010 (JEA·OECD, 199)) (fig. 1l. The lEA 
(]nternattonal Energy Agency) study 'uggt~ts that 
unb:, there are :,tgmfKant changes in energy 
market:, the dominant energy sources will still he 
based on fossil lueb well mto the 21st century. 
Thi:, outlook tncrtases concern about tht CO, 
emi:,sions. 
confu:,ton than clanfication. Improvement:, in CO, prm·ide:, the btggest ,,hare (approximately 
mea:,urement technique:, ha,·e contnhuted to the 
detectton of additional carbon smb and sout'Ce' 
and cau:,ed a re\ t:,ton of previou., e:,timate:, 
A fuller understandmg of the carbon balance could 
affect expectations about the proportion of future 
carbon emt%ions that would he accumulated in tlw 
atmosphere. Smce a reasonable and realt:,tiC CO, 
emis:,ion teductton targd need:, to he based on a 
re!tahle :,oentilic calculatton of the carbon !lows 
among the different resetYotr:,, it :,eems to he 
imperative to font:, re:,earch efforts on thi:, ~:,:-.ue m 
mder to dehne reductton target:-.. The clanhcatton 
ol the :,cientlftc background '' ,I prerequt.-,ite !or an 
apptopnate quantification ot etm:-.ston lnmtation 
and reduction ohwctl\ e:-. 
6011'ol of the contribution to the anthropogenically 
enhanced greenhoust effect If net global 
anthropogeniC em~:,:,~on:, are maintained at the 
pre:-.ent level of about "" Gt C/yr ( mcluding 
<:missions trom fos:,tl tud combustion. cement 
production and lancl-u:,e dungesl. they \\'tll reach 
about 'i 10 parts per million by \'Oiume ( ppm1· l hy 
the end of the 2 bt century- almost twice the pre-
mdustnal concentration ot 2HO ppm1 - mducing an 
increase m temptrature of about 2 _ C, as about 'iO 
11
rJ U.-t Gt C yr l of the total 7 Gt Cin remain in the 
atmmphere (JPCC, 1992) Thi' figure corre,p<md:-. 
approxunately to the annual incre,t:,e tn the 
,ttmmplwnL CO t oncentratton of about l 'i p~11b 
pet million by \'olume ( ppmv l obsen ed 0\'l't the 
ptnod 19HO - 19H9. 
<Cl IPTS - JRC - Sevtlle, 1996 
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Htgher concentrations 
tn the atmosphere 
mean higher 
absorption by the sea 
However, the rate ts 
inversely proportional 
to temperature and so 
may be ltmtted by 
global warmtng 
Figure 2: Increase in total anthropogenic C02 emissions (emissions from fossil fuel 
combustion and land use) compared with the increase in atmospheric carbon 
concentration (Cit Clyr) 
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A higher CO, concentration in the atmosphere 
steepens the gradient between eo, in air and 
(under-saturated) surface sea water This leads to 
a higher flux of eo, into the surface water (in 
areas with an upward displacement of CO,-rich 
deep water, this water meets an atmosphere with 
a higher eo, concentration and therefore the gas 
releaoe becomes less mtense). These processes 
lead to a greater eo, uptake by surface water 
than in pre-mdustnal times. However these 
processes are rJther slow (equilibration tune 
about approx. 1 year), so that they are likely to 
get out of pace with seasonal changes, meaning 
that complete eqUihhrium is not reached. 
The 'olubility of eo, in water is temperature 
dependent, with higher wluhility in cold water, 
thu' thi' process might he mfluenced hy global 
warmmg. The chemical process of dissolution 
The physical process caused by oceanic circulation 
with an overturning rate of several hundreds to 
thousand years determine the eventual uptake rate 
of the ocean. Mixmg of surface water with deep 
water is very slow, hut mechamsms like North 
Atlantic Thermohaline Circulation (THC) provide a 
possible mechanism for the transport of surface 
water to the deep ocean. The temperature of 
surface water is lowered and the salinity is 
increased hy sea~onal cooling and the formation of 
sea ice, which periodically causes the transport of 
parcels of this dense water to greater depth, thus 
startmg the conveyor belt movement of croso-
regional oceanic circulation. Thus, the THC Io 
sensitive to variations in temperature and salinity. 
Future climatic changes might alter Ih carbon 
uptake capacity and therefore constitute an 
Important object for further investigation. 
of eo, in surface water only gives atmospheric The biological process is governed hy the uptake 
eo, acce~~ to a small part of the ocean of eo, by organisms from dissolved inorganiC 
reservmr carbon in surface water or in part directly from the 
1 0 © IPTS - JRC - Seville, 1996 
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atmosphere, incorporating the carbon mto organic 
tissue and carbonate shells. This transformation 
process lowers the surface eo, concentration and 
increases the flux from the atmosphere. The 
particulate material is recirculated or sinks to a 
greater depth, a process, known as the 'biological 
pump'. It is assumed that an acceleration of 
production brought about by higher eo, 
concentrations, as found in the case of land plants, 
is unlikely since carbon is not as limited in surface 
T h e 
sea water as are nutrients (nitrate, phosphate) and 
light. Regtonal changes m oceanic productivity, as 
a secondary feedback mechanism due to changing 
temperature and light conditions, could be taken 
into account and could cause differences in the 
ocean carbon balance as well (Gaudry et al., 
1987). This is a strong possibility in the case of the 
El Niiio/Southern Oscillation events which 
coincide usually with periods of htgh atmospheric 
eo, growth. 
Table 1: Annual average of the global carbon balance for 1980 to 1989. 
co,-sources 
Uncertainty 
in% 
( 1) Combustion of fossil fuels and cement production 
(2) Changes in troptcalland use 
'i. 5 ±0.5 
1.6 ±1.0 
±9 
±63 
co,-sinks 
()) The atmosphere 
( 4) The oceans 
( 5) Boreal forests 
Total 
Total 
7.1±1.1 
3.3 ±0.2 
2.0 ±0.8 
0.5±0.5 
5.7 ±1.0 
±1'i 
±6 
±.tO 
±100 
±18 
(6) Additional terrestrial sinks= [(1) + (2)]- [(3) + (4) + (5}] 1.3 ±l.'i ±107 
Source (IPCC, 7 996, Joos, 7 995) 
eo, is also absorbed by boreal fore~ts at a rate of 
0.5 Gt C/yr. The rest, about 1.3 Gt C/yr, is assumed 
to be sequestered by addillonal processes in the 
terrestrial biosphere. Land plants, for example, 
consume about twelve tnnes the world's fossil fuel 
emissions annually. Unfortunately, the biosphere 
also gives off about the same amount of CO, 
through respiration and plant decay. This makes 
land plants a critical part of the global carbon cycle. 
assumed. This fertilisation effect was observed in 
small scale experiments and probably applies to the 
temperate forests of the northern hemisphere. 
which are possibly sequestering a part of the excess 
CO,. Increases in forest productivity were mainly 
simulated for the northern forest types, while 
southern forest types may show ~mall increases or 
decreases in productivity. The importance of the 
eo, uptake capacity by the land biota in the 
northern temperate regions was repeatedly 
A number of factors are thought to account for the highlighted by measurements taken over the penod 
increase in carbon uptake by the terrestrial 1991-1994 (Keeling et al., 1996). The~e 
biosphere. A fertilisation effect due to the increased measurements confirmed the estimates of the eo, 
atmospheric CO, level and to mtrogen fertilisation budget recently made by the IPCC. Interestingly. 
resulting from indu~trial emissions has been thetr investigations might suggest that tropical 
I P T S Report 
Land plants consume 
about 12 ttmes the 
world's fossil fuel 
emtsstons annually, but 
the b10sphere gtVes off 
just as much through 
resptration and decay 
Increased atmosphenc 
C02 and nttrogen 
from mdustrial 
emissions may exert a 
'fertiltsatiOn effect' on 
vegetatton 
© IPTS- JRC - Seville, 1996 11 
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Ltnks tn the 
mechamsm reqwre 
studies of the 
ecosystem over long 
penods of t1me wh1lst 
simultaneously 
exammmg speof1c 
fluxes on a smaller 
scale 
Phenomena like North 
Atlantic Thermohaltne 
Circulation and El Nifio 
could prov1de useful 
mformat10n about 
C02 flux 
Improved forest 
management could 
represent one type of 
act1ve, but moderate, 
cl1mate change policy 
forests are a weaker net source or '10k The 
regrowth of fore~t forms a further potential for 
carbon uptake since it is assumed that young plants 
seque,ter more carhon than a mature fore:,t 
(Marland & Marland, 1992). 
External factors like sky condit10n,, volcanic 
activity, interaction of ozone levels with eo, 
le\·els, precipitation rate' (Ham et aL, 199S), 
length of growing 'ea,on (Goulden et aL, 1996) as 
well as seasonal changes 10 :he use of fossil fueb 
are influencing the carbon transfer. Within the 
hio,phere d1fferences in species sensitivity to 
altered eo, leveb, genetlC factor:, determining the 
sen,itlvity of individual plants to :,tress or the1r 
uptake capauty (C3/C-i plants) or local biogemc 
activity ( \ ary10g ahout 3 ppmv in the yearly cycle) 
(Levin, 19H7l create add1tional problems for the 
estimation of the carbon halance and have to he 
taken 10to account 
The evaluation of the different factor' mvoh·ed 10 
the terre:,trial part of the carbon cycle reveab very 
How can the carbon balance 
problem be dealt with in the 
future? 
Carbon fluxe' are governed hy complex 
relat10nsh1ps ~md feedback respon~e:, that link a 
multitude of mechanisms m·er time and space 
The'e mechanistic links demand a research 
approach in which carhon budgets are studied at 
field and ecosy:,tem scale over long periods, wh!le 
simultaneously examining the specific 
mechanisms governing fluxes on 'maller scales It 
is cruual to estahlish the means by which eo, 1s 
heing seque,tered (e.g. regrowth, fertilisation) and 
where 1t 1' stored ( e g tree-trunks, soils. ocean 
sediment). Special attention should he paid to the 
different t1me scale, involved in carbon uptake 
~m cl turnover 10 terrestnal ecosystem,. The issue of 
carhon emission hy defore,tation :,houlcl he 
clarified since recent satellite data have shown 
d!fferent f1gures than previous statistical data on 
tropKal land use. It also has to be taken into 
account that an intensified productivity of land 
well the amhl\·alence and the temporary nature of plants can saturate carhon uptake capacity 
tts mechanisms For instance, while fore'! smb 
have the capacity to act as a net 'ink for 
anthropogenic CO,, soil n:spiration is particularly 
:,ensitive to temperature changes and might at 
lea:,t partially offset increased carbon storage in 
the future (Bird. 1996) In addition, carbon uptake 
by land planb constitutes. of course, transient 
'torage dependmg on the duration of carbon 
uptake and rate of turnover 
Oscillations in the carbon balance are of both 
temporal and ~patial nature Interannual variation:, 
in eo, are partially due to natural chmatic change' 
The dally amphtude. for example, in summer, has 
heen estimated to he around 3 ppm\ for biogenic 
activity of terre:,tnal plants m the he1msphenc 
average (PrLvhylak, 1992) Th1s effect 1s higher on 
a local 'cale. In areas clo:,e to extended forests in 
mid-latitude' 'ea:,onal variat1on clue to the growmg 
cycles could amount to ahout 30 ppmv and more 
( Goulclen et al , 1996) Different vegetation zones 
and, of cour,e. the em1"1on:, from different 
The ocean's uptake capacity for eo, is ohvlously 
great, hut the mechani,ms inmlvecl have not been 
fully explained. Thus. 1t 1s important to understand 
the processes governing oceanic uptake or carbon 
release Among these, the North Atlanttc 
Thermohaline Circulation and El Nino evenb 
could help to detect mechamsm' that he behind 
the eo, flux hetween the ocean ~lOci the 
atmosphere and are of particular intere~t in a 
changing climate regnne. 
Parallel to re:,earch efforb and m accordance w1th 
a moderate climat1c change policy, the 
opportumty to increase carbon storage above the 
expected ha,elme might he explored. Thb is 
po"1hle and has been investigated by 'tud1e:, 
showing that eo, emissiom can be effectively 
ofbet by seque~tering additional carbon at various 
:,tep~ in the life cycle of wood growth, harve~t. use 
and disposal. Typical practices to off,et carbon 
emissions would include tree plantmg on marginal 
countries are contributing to regional variations in agncultural land, mcreasing timber growth in 
the eo, budget fore'b now u~ecl for timber production, increa~ing 
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the u~e of wood m place of fossil fuels, and 
improving wood util1~ation. These measure~ are 
the most promising alternatives for reducing 
atmospheric CO, leveb. Ideas about the tramport 
of eo, into the deep ocean have been proven to 
be more cost and energy intensive than 
sequestering carbon m land bioma~s. Ecological 
damages due to carbon storage in the oceans is 
highly l!kely and reduces yet further the 
attractiveness of its possible application. 
The way in which the carbon balance is calculated 
~trongly intluences future reduction :,cenarios. 
Discussions of new quantified emission limits by 
the parties to the UNFCC (Umted Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate) in order to 
define global efforts to reduce eo, emissions have 
Keywords 
T h e 
not yet reached the negotiation stage on account 
of the unsolved que~tions. More research effort~ in 
terms of monitonng CO, sources and sinks are 
required, such as the research wh1ch has started 
with the European Commission's greenhouse gas 
inventory project. Improved forest management, 
as mentioned above, could also be one of the 
appropriate beneficial measures, a:, frequently 
proposed as an active but moderate climatic 
change policy. In conJunction with a tlex1ble 
decis10n making framework, as discus:,ed in a 
previous article, the tlow of information obtamed 
by a constant survey might provide better 
knowledge. The new information could he 
Integrated into policy decisions in accordance 
with an active respome and a tlex1hle adjustment 
to address climate change. ~~ 
global carbon cycle, missing sink, terrestrial biosphere, eo, fertilisation, forest regrowth. 
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The new EU-
Medlterranean policy 
calls for 'mtelligent 
technology', 
technology wh1ch IS 
'politically correct' and 
responds to new 
eth1cal pnont1es 
OliVe o1l demand 
responds 
asymmetncally to pnce 
vanat1ons The 
demand drop caused 
by a pnce ;ump IS 
smaller than the 
expected demand nse 
caused by a pnce cut 
16 
Figure 1 
Mediterranean shares of olive oil production and employment 
Employment 
Production ~ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
migration dynamics. On the other hand the SEMC 
could provide competition for Ell producer 
countries. 
In the light of the new onentat10n given to the Ell 
Mediterranean policy (Barcelona Conference, 27-
28 November 199'i J technology is called upon to 
respond to new ethical priorities, thus assuming 
the meaning of 'intelligent technology'. Its use 
could become 'pohtically correct', aiming to 
incorporate job-sharing and environmental 
objectives throughout the whole Mediterranean 
region, without exacerbating the existing gaps. 
o/o 
dominated by the related market-based and 
pres~ures toward even higher productivity and 
international competition. 
On the other hand, the active scenario (~pltt into 
two horizons: 2000 and 2010) foresees the radical 
optimizatton of the potential offered by the olive 
oil sector for achieving the 'politically correct' 
objectives. This means the targeted promotion of 
world demand coupled with the extension and 
transfers of 'intelligent' technologies, especially to 
the SEMC. Finally, this means progressively 
moving the focus of technology from mere 
productivity growth towards broader social and 
Starting from these as~umptiom it is possible to environmental targets. 
outline for the olive sector two basic ~cenario~. 
referred to here as the 'trend' scenario and the 
·active· ~cenano. 
The trend scenario (horizon 2000l is based on an 
extrapolat10n of the current evolut10n pattern. 
which is assumed to he more radically affected by 
the GATT agreements than by the expected Euro-
MedtterrJnean policies. Accordingly, it appear~ 
Figure 2 
Asymmetric response 
Rising demand and •intelligent• 
technologies: the trend and 
active scenarios 
Olive mlt~ becoming increasingly present on the 
food ~cene as the healthiest alternative among the 
edible oils, helpmg reduce the incidence of 
cardio-vascular dtsease, breast cancer and cell 
'•,' 
"'"" ?l (-~:.. .. ·', I. • 
< ... ,'' 
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Figure 3 
Olive oil production and consumption: world trend and active scenarios 
2010 (Active) 
2000 (Active) 
YEAR 
2000 (Trend) 
1982 
0 500 1000 
ageing. This is causing its production and 
consumption to increase worldwide. Thus, olive 
oil demand ts growing, gaining worldwide new 
and wealthy markets (US, Japan, northern EU, 
Canada, Austraha, south America, south-east Asta). 
Among these the US -which has wttnessed a 460% 
demand rise over the last 1 'i years -Japan, south-
eastern Asia and northern EU ~eem the most 
rapidly expanding markets. 
Additionally, recent studies carried out in the US 
and in Spain have rather surprisingly shown that 
the behaviour of olive oil demand responds 
asymmetrically to price variations. The demand 
drop caused by a price jump 1~ smaller than the 
expected demand rise due to an equivalent 
decrease in price. This means that consumers 
who get used to the taste of olive 01l do not 
replace it with another cheaper oil when the price 
goe~ back up. as a consequence pnce increases 
don't affect olive oil demand significantly, 
• Demand 
Ill Production 
1500 2000 2500 
o/o --
consumer education apparently being a more 
important factor (Figure 2). 
Although starting from this promising starting point 
the 'trend scenario' (horizon 2000l predicts the 
global under-exploitatton of the growmg olive oil 
world market, due in parttcular to the absence of a 
concerted Mediterranean cartel for the product, the 
disparity between the technological and economic 
levels of the EU and SEMC rim~. and the threat of 
the vegetable/olive oil blenm. Although supply and 
demand for olive oil are expected to rise shghtly. 
over-production is not expected. Production 
patterns imposed by the phys10logical hi-annual 
alternate heanng of the olive tree, Mediterranean 
macro-climatlC fluctuations (10-12 year penod!City) 
guarantee an absence of production surpluses for 
the next 5 years (figures 3 & 4). 
In the ·active scenario' (horizons set on the years 
2000 and 2010) world demand for olive oil 
increases further through promotional campaigns 
EU75% 
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The 'trend' scenario 
pred1cts under-
exploitation of global 
olive-o1l market 
potential and a 
w1denmg gap between 
h1gh-tech EU 
producers and their 
labour-mtens1ve non-
EU competitors 
The 'act1ve' scenano 
env1sages promotional 
campa1gns pushmg 
demand above supply 
and technology 
transfers and labour 
mobility benefitmg all 
producers m the 
Mediterranean reg1on 
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Mediterranean EU 61% 
in growing markets in wealthy countries. Driven 
by increasing health concerns this scenario 
appears to he dominated by demand rising slightly 
faster than production, opening in SEMC countries 
prom1sing opportunities for growth (Figures 3 & 
SJ. They could benefit from the climate of Euro-
Mediterranean cooperation through technology 
and fmancial transfers. On the production side in 
fact, driven by the market forces mentioned, the 
olive oil sector is witnessing a very important 
technological change, mostly concentrated in the 
Ell countries. Thio could allow significant 
1mprovement of the env1ronmental and quality 
profiles of the olive oil production chain during the 
next 10-1 'i years, with important repercussions for 
JOb creation and environmental protection. 
Finally the ·active scenario' outlines the av:ulahility of 
an integrated 'intelligent' technology transfer package 
for the next 10-1 'i years, dedicated to preserving the 
olive agri-eco~ystem as well as the large labour force 
employed mostly in the SEMC (Figure 6). 
On the agncultural side, the comhmed manual-
mechanical harvesting technique can improve olive 
oil quality cost-effect1vely without destroying jobs; 
hvmg plant covers, integrated peot management, 
salty, deficient and drip irrigation reduce 
dramatically chemical inputs (55%), sml (99%), 
water (65%), and b!od1vers1ty (70%) losses. 
On the extraction o1de the ecological centrifugation 
technology, coupled w1th the differentiation of by-
product valonzation, make it possible to further 
reduce water needs and pollutant emiss1ons, as 
well a, 1mprove olive oil quality and thereby 
generate 15% more revenue. 
The impact on employment is positive, especially 
for higher skilled jobs. However a 25-30% higher 
investment has to be envisaged for training and 
equ1pment, for which global amortization is 
estimated to require a 10-15 years period. 
• Active• market scenarios for 
tomorrow: producer and market 
countries 
The short term horizon (year :ZOOO) 
Both market and technological prospect~ make ohve 
oil part1cularly attractive for Mediterranean countries 
Some of the SEMC are embarking on production 
strategies directed towards 'export' or 'domestic 
consumption' objectives. The former trend 1s 
followed by Tunisia and Syria, while Morocco will 
follow the latter, mostly to face their significant 
defiot in the oils and fats sector. Together they will 
become more important producers, together 
accounting for 22% of world production and 9% of 
consumption The Ell producer countries although 
maintaining their current ohares, (since the growth m 
the Moroccan, Syrian and Tunisian shares 1s not 
proJected to come at the expense of European 
countries' ohares) w1ll push toward marketing 
strategies (indudmg 'temporary import'). 
© IPTS - JRC - Seville, 1996 
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Figure 6. Gain shares of the 'active' versus 'trend' technological 
scenario 
-40 -20 0 20 
---% 
The medium term horizon 
(2005-2015) 
40 60 
The rising star in south Mediterranean olive oil 
~cene will be Tunisia, while Morocco could take 
second place, overtakmg Turkey. Its recent 
association agreemenb with the EU underline the 
role of Moroccan agriculture as the exchange 
currency for Spani~h fishing and the opening of 
new ~paces for allocating the surpluses of the 
European industry Significant technological 
modernization will make it possible to increase its 
olive production by up to 50%, m order to meet a 
2-3 fold growth in demand. 
Syria also will witness a further growth of both 
olive 01l producllon and consumption. becoming a 
very important producer country in the Middle East. 
The long term horizon (2020·2025) 
In the longer term Morocco may also promote a 
further radical restructuring of tts olive otl sector, 
with the aim of quadrupling olive production, 
doubling whole oli\·e export' and increasing 6-
fold both olive oil production and consumption. 
The challenge is to reduce the tremendous deficit 
in the oils and fats sector (70% comes from 
imports), curb both rural depopulation and 
emigration, as well as preserve ib environment 
and the integnty of its cultural patterns. 
<t;l IPTS- JRC- Sev1lle. 19CJ6 
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Between competition and 
cooperation: which EU policies? 
European olive oil has up until now received heavy 
subsidte' for production, consumption and trade 
levels through the CAP (Common Agricultural 
Policy). However, the GATT agreements outline a 
less protected and more globalized market for olive 
oil, and the Ell is to cut a 'tgnificant share of its 
subsidized global export~. 
In this light international competition is expected 
to mount. Countries outside the Mediterranean 
basin are also making significant mvestments in 
the sector (e.g Argentina and Australia, which is 
increasmg tts olive patrimony at a yearly rate of 1 
million trees). 
The new philosophy underlymg EU 
Mediterranean policy is epitomised in the 
Barcelona Declaration (27-2H November 1995), 
which follows the Declaration of Tunis and the 
EU Council Conference of Cannes (26-27 June 
1995). Its challenge is to define a multilateral 
framework dedtcated to creating a common 
·space of ~ha red prosperity', which is a pre-
requisite for a wtder political, socio-economic, 
environmental and cultural dialogue. aimed to 
promote both 'ustainable growth and stability 
right around the Mediterranean region. The 
development dynamtcs will be re,tructured on a 
wider Euro-Mediterranean scale, moving 
I P T S Report 
Pressure from GATT to 
reduce subsidtes on 
agncultural productton 
are attracttng new 
players onto the 
market 0/tve at! 
productton ts growtng 
in countnes outside 
the Medtterranean 
region, such as 
Australta and 
Argenttna 
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Stronger technology tn 
the EU could result tn 
;ob-losses and 
transnat1onal 
compan1es may seek 
to take advantage of 
lower labour costs tn 
the SEMC 
20 
progressively from the margmalization of the 
SEMC toward~ the eo-development of all 
Mediterranean countries. 
The settmg up of the Euro-Mediterranean Free 
Trade Area could he the starting point and the 
basic tool of thi~ process. establishing a space of 
free movement of people, goods, services, and 
capital. which would become operative from the 
year 2010. and which will start with the 
hberahzation of industrial products trade and 
gradually extend to agricultural produce. This 
aims to create the Euro-Mediterranean market-
ba~ed cohes1ve dynamics able to optimize the 
complementarity of the different economies and 
production patterns, and valonze the comparative 
advantage' of the different countries. In this light 
it is clear that olive oil could be an mtere~ting case 
study in which to examine the pos~1ble 
contradictions between the two trade 
philosophies. as the logic of the globalised market 
could 1mpede the achievement of the socio-
economic objectives of the Euro-Mediterranean 
eo-development policy in the region. 
The fact that the 'trend' scenario of totally open 
competition sketches little technological 
cooperation between the Ell and the SEMC means 
an open race between the producer countries to 
achieve increased productivity and compellt1vene~:-.. 
and market share gro\\th through product and 
market differentiation. 
In the Ell producer countries this may lead to a 
drive for stronger technology but could also cause 
more employment lo"es. On the other hand 
SEMC will try to ach1eve an acceptable quality 
level using its existing technology This would 
create a favourable environment for profit-seekmg 
mvestments by large tran:-.national companies, 
which could easily benefit from both the relallvely 
low labour co'b in the SEMC and the higher 
technology available in the EU. 
Overall. a sh1ft from labour to capital intensive 
actlVllle:-. 1s expected, as well as from low to higher 
N o 8 October 1996 
skilled jobs. Th1s could have a negative effect on 
employment throughout the Mediterranean reg1on 
and worsen rural depopulation. 
The 'active' lor ·forum') scenario embodies the 
w1llmgne~~ of cooperation between the Ell and the 
SEMC. In this scenario olive oil could become a key-
activity for the related market-ha~ed cohesion 
objectives This eo-development strategy has to draw 
attention to defining the playmg fields of competition 
and complementarity between the different 
production patterns of each country, based on a 'deep 
integration' model ('partenanan 
For this purpose it is necessary to promote a 
concerted multilateral deci,ion process between EU 
and the SEMC which could optimise the potentialities 
for sharing growth and jobs. Otherwise the existing 
gaps could he exacerbated, embittering both social 
and economiC tensions 
Accordingly, the EU and SEI\IC should work together, 
a' they would share common goals such as 
max!m1zmg mcome. jobs. and world demand for their 
products, so as to alleviate poverty, rural depopubtion. 
migration and pressure on the environmental 
In this light 'intelligent' technology is crucial to the 
expected EU Mediterranean policies: its 'politically 
correct' role must g1ve priority to the opportunities 
for job and growth shanng throughout the whole 
Med!lerranean region hy valorizing the comparative 
advantage of each reg1on. 
This political choice could allow the integration 
of the classic option of product and market 
(hfferentwtion with strategies outlining the 
controlled mobility and training of the labour 
force throughout the Mediterranean region. ie. 
so-called 'horizontal' migration in the agricultural 
sector Accordmgly, optimization of employment 
growth and structure m the olive oil sector could 
he focu~ed on the whole Mediterranean region, 
makmg 11 po:-."hle to direct both world market 
prospects and technological choices toward 
soclallu:-.tlce and equity objectives. • 
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The concept of 
mdustnal effiCiency 
compares the 
performance of a fmn 
or umt w1th that of 
the best f1rms m the 
same mdustry util1zmg 
the best available 
technology 
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Bridging the Efficiency Gap: The downside of 
downsizing 
Eamon Cahill 
'I •', ' ' ' .t -;. • , ' '., •• • I ,.,_ I~ j• >.). < ' 
•...-: The existence of .an· efficiency gap, betwE!en-Eu~ . md.~trY · Mi:f.:~ US. and·. 
Japanese COmPetitors has been demonstratect in a number' Of~. Accurat&;i:jUamitative . . 
measures ciefficiencydff~nces h~e~ ~~~ve, but~r~~c.;eciftm~:gaps~)>e·· 
seen from qualitative studies based oo ~rompansoo 6f practiceS and· ~ds: ii}operatoo:· · · 
· On~ of, the principa.l respon~s. by industry to -~- pffmte£ri -~ .the i3d0ptipn qf~slzing 
strategies to bri<:fge the. gap .. Sum.~rategies however, mayte;irl(omt)atible~promoting:· 
. "technology and the knowledge to use it both (:~~red to·Pe ci:iJc!C!f ~~~driVers,: · : 
! ' • - < - .. ' ' ' ,, ' .~ ' ' ' 
ae1ev~~ rwo (oocerns which rarik.highWon the·E~ropeari ttnoo's cu~~~;~~da are 
employment and the ·competitiveness of ,European industry:~ problefu otthE(~ency oi. 
industry impactS on both these con~erns. If the c~n strat~leS of indtiS.try ~improving · 
~ efficiency in s~pport bf comPetiti~ness impact u~favourably on empJOYmeot c~tions the 
classic 'trad~ff· eXists. HoWever, tf alternative :str(ltegies which le,$seo ~. yo'favoorable" 
impacts can be Implemented then it is important tftat such strategies be exa~m~~and public. , 
policy oriented to providing the dimate and environment whid'\ s!JPPQI't the,m.· ;. ; . ; ' 
lntrodudion 
The concept of industrial efficiency is a simple 
one It compare~ the actual performance of a firm 
or unit with that of the hest firm or firm~ in the 
same mdustry utilizing the best available 
technology. Measunng accurately the level of 
efficiency has proved very difficult hut differences 
in efficiency can he seen clearly. Studies based on 
the adoption of 'best practice' method~ have 
shown that while the best European companies 
are on a par with the hest m Japan and the US, the 
large cohort of European compames below that 
level are less efficient than their equivalents in the 
other blocs (Vos:,, Blackmon, et al. 1995). 
The proces' of improving economic efficiency IS a 
combination of adopting technological 
improvements which tend to raise the level for all 
finm, including the mo't efficient, and mternal 
restructuring and innovation which closes the gap 
between the mo't efficient and the others. In 
terms of the efficiency equation, restructuring 
involves reducing the proportion of labour to 
capital while maintaining output thereby giving 
improved efficiency. This reduction is the essence 
of dowmizing. 
Downsizing 
A distinction should be drawn between the natural 
destruction of economiC activity through large 
scale innovatiOn and the change~ which arise from 
adaptation. The first type of change shifts demand 
away from products or industries and 
consequently cJu,es redundancy and job loss. 
These companies may be very effiCient (cf. Buggy 
whip manufacturers on the advent of the 
automobile). These job losses tend to be 
compensated for by new opportunities in the 
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mdw,trie~ to which the demand has shifted. The 
second type of change occurs m re~ponse to 
competltion where the fundamental demand in 
the marketplace remain~. 
A number of key attributes of downsizing have been 
identified, namely that: (a) it is an intentional policy; 
(b) it usually involves a reduction in the company's 
personnel, (c) it is focused on improving efficiency 
of the organizat10n :.tnd (d) knowingly or 
unknowingly it :.tffects work processes. Downsizing 
is a strategy consctously :.tdopted by the company 
and its widespread use dates b:.tck to the late 1980's 
and can be traced to a revision of the basic 
assumptions about orgamzational performance and 
dynamics which had been widely held until then. In 
the early 1980's it was thought that: (a) bigger 
organizations were better org~mizations, (b) 
contmuous growth wa' good and desirable, (c) 
flextbtlity was linked to loose coupling and slack 
rewurce~ and (d) consistency and compattbtlity 
were the tratb of effective organizations By the end 
of the 1980's these had been replaced by the tdeas 
that (a) smaller can mean better; (b) slower growth 
and cutbacks can he natural phase~ of the life cycle 
process; (c) tight coupling and non-redundancy are 
also assonated wtth adaptability and flexibility and 
T h e 
(d) conflict and inconsistency point to organizational 
vitality and effectiveness. The onset of recession, the 
introduction of technologies which replaced human 
effort and the advance of low cost competitton 
combined to force restructuring. US companies 
turned to downsizing as a solution and were 
followed by European ones. 
Has Downsizing worked? 
Public policy attttude to downsizing as a strategy 
for improving efficiency rests on the following 
issue· Has downstzing produced the desired 
positive outcomes to outweigh the negative effects 
in terms of employment and loss of human 
capital' The evidence to date from the US would 
suggest that it has not. There b, as yet, very little 
data about the European experience because 
European industry has adopted the practice much 
later than the US. 
Survey' by the American Management A'~ociat10n 
(AMA) have revealed that between one thtrd and 
one half of medium sized compame' in the US 
have downsized every year ~ince 1988 (30-50% 
annually!. The reported results from downsizing 
are shown m the Table 1 below: 
Table 1. The results of downsizing in the US 
Performance Survey Result Survey By 
Measure 
Improved Profits 44 % American 
Mgt.Assoc. 
32 o/o Wyatt Assoc. 
Improved 25.5% American 
Productivity Mgt.Assoc. 
22 % Wyatt Assoc 
Reduced 17 % Wyatt Assoc 
Bureaucracy 
Source Amencan Management Assooat10n, 1994 
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I P T S Report 
DownsiZing IS an 
mtent1onal strategy 
adopted by 
compames. it seeks to 
improve eff1oency and 
competitiveness by 
reduong company 
personnel 
In the US the benefits 
of downsiZing have 
not out outwe1ghed 1ts 
negat1ve effects m 
terms of employment 
and loss of human 
cap1tal 
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Damage to morale and 
comm1tment senously 
reduces compan1es' 
vitality and ab1l1ty to 
adapt 
Downward mobility 1s 
the rule for those 
released m 
downs!Zing, 
representmg a loss of 
human capital for 
compan1es and 
nat1onal econom1es 
Corporate surviVal 
depends more on 
mnovat1on and 
contmuous 
improvement than 
Simply removmg 
corporate fat 
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A further study by the National Bureau of technical and profes,ional jobs. When this 
Economic Re,earch found that the contributHm to observation is coupled with survey resulb which 
overall productivity increases in the 1980's of the 'how that downward mobility i' the rule rather 
improvements shown by the firm' which had than the exception for those released in 
down,Ized had been matched by the downsizing (replacement work IS found at 
improvements shown by the compames which appnlXlmately )0%-60% of previous wage levels) 
had improved output per worker whlle increasing the dimension of the problem of shrinking real 
employment (though it must be noted that such wages, which is emergmg in the US, can he seen. 
comp:.ubons are tricky since firms that face high 
demand, employment growth. and inve~tment 
leading to productivity growth, would not he 
prime candidates for downsizing in any case). 
The picture, therefore, is one of 'ome succes' and 
a lot of failure. The failures can he traced to poor 
management of the downsizing process in some 
case' and m others to the fact that the technique 
This loss of tacit knowledge to many firm' is 
reflected in the poor results of the downsizing 
exermes. The future effects on the firm' may he 
even more serious as they strive to adopt new 
ideas and technologies. Downward mobility 
represents a loss of human capital to the national 
economy and there would appear to he a high 
opportumty cost in fa!lmg to reabsorb the 
IS not the appropriate 'olut10n to the fmns' dismissed resource. The argument that middle 
problems. In the first category of failure the manager' are harder to retram and adapt reflects 
resulting damage to morale and commitment a continuation of the inappropriate attitude of 
among surviving employees has seriously reduced many companies to trainmg generally. 
the \'Itahty of the companies and their abihty to 
adapt to their new situation Nynex, a maJor US The other disturbing trend to be found among 
telephone company, wa' ordered by the New downsizing firms is the pattern of regular annual 
York Public Service Comr111ssion to return $'i0m to downsizing; as many as 60o/o of firms which 
its customer' because Ib shmmed down 
workforce was providing poor service. In the 
second category of failure a range of problems 
may exist from poor quality and logistics to out of 
date technology none of which are cured by 
downsizing. The ultimate manifestation of 
mappropriate downsizing is when managements 
fall to realise the importance of ~ome acti\ ities 
until they have been removed and are faced with 
havmg to hve with the meffroency caused or to 
replace the dismb,ed employees. 
Human Capital Effects 
When the question of loss of human capital I~ 
addressed some other disturbing trends are 
apparent. Middle managers, who repre,ent a 
~Igniflcant reservoir of accumulated knowledge 
and skill, have lost almost 190/o of all the job' 
elrmrnated het\veen 1986 and 1991 e~en though 
downsize in any one year repeat the process the 
following year. 
Motivation for Downsizing 
Before looking at some alternative strategies to that 
of downsizing it is appropriate to examine briefly 
~ome broader issues underpinnmg the motivation of 
mdustry to adopt this approach With the evidence 
that the process IS successful m only a minority of 
cases, why I' it persisted with so \·igorow,ly? 
One principal reason that downsizing is so prevalent 
in the US among public companies IS the very 
positive reaction that Wall Street gives to announced 
mtent10ns of such restructuring. Given the short-term 
orientation of stock exchanges top managers will 
continue to court the favour of the markets however 
short sighted the behaviour may be. 
muall they represent between )0;h and 8% of the Reducmg bloated hierarchies is essential to ensure 
American workforce The 'ame pattern has been corporate sumval in competitive markeb But 
observed in more recent ~tudies for supervisory, improvmg performance require~ much more than 
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simply removing corporate fat. The only sound basis 
for corporate survival and development is innovation 
and continuous improvement and these call for 
major inpub of human resources. The process of 
downsizing may well he counter productive in the 
longer term if valuable knowledge and skill is lost for 
short term bottom line gains. 
Alternative Strategies to 
Downsizing 
Perhap' the most disappointing fmdmg in the 
surveys on downsizing is the one which ind1cates 
that for the majority of companies downsizing was 
the first resort not the la't. On the assumption that 
the implementation of the strategy was a genuine 
response to what were perceived a' the economic 
imperat1ves many of the'e restructuring attempts 
T h e 
approach are not new but basically correspond to 
the development of intrapreneurship, a concept 
which was first put forward in the 19HO's. One 
successful example of th1~ approach is to be found 
m the German media conglomerate Bertlesmann. 
The second concept covers the innovation element 
of the strategy. In one sense downsizing does 
contribute to the fostering of innovallon in that the 
removal of excessive layers of management does 
create the setting in which innovation thrives. But 
streamlining the organisation is not enough on its 
own. Innovation requires that companies tolerate 
diversity and nurture mavericks The'e conditions 
may not ex1't in the aftermath of downsizing. One 
company which has pur,ued a policy of delayering 
hut which has redeployed its middle manager' and 
professionab has been Ford m its 'Ford 2000' 
showed signs of hemg ill-planned almost panic development programme Innovation also reqmre' 
reactiom which had little chance of succeeding. In that some 'lack resources he ava!lable to respond 
many in~tances real problems were completely to opportunities for development and these may he 
missed because they were not addressed by lost in downsizing exercises. The range and types 
cutbacks in personnel. of mnovation cover all activities in the company 
and include not only product and process 
By contra't there are many companies which have innovation but the establishment of creative 
'ucceeded in growing rapidly and creating large partnerships with customer,, suppliers and even 
number' of johs through a range of innovallve sometime competitors, aimed at reducing risk and 
strategies. A few key concepb are at the heart of enhancing capabilities. 
the~e 'trategies: (a) the creation of conditions that 
allow small companies to thrive: (b l the adoption 
of a wide range of innovat10m and (cl a 
philosophy of continuous improvement. 
It 1' generally recognised that small compames 
have the hest record for consistent job creation. As 
these compan1es grow some have heen ahle to 
comciously retam the characten,tics of 'mall 
companies w1thin the larger whole. This is 
frequently en,ured by continuou,Jy ·spinning out' 
the 'ucce,,ful core activities mto separate units. 
Th1s 1s d1l1'erent to the convent10nal ·spinning off 
of under-performing 'ections of the busine,s. 
This strategy is available to older. larger hu,mes~e~ 
whKh can create the same conditions if they are 
prepared to cede control to the smaller units and 
perm1t employees to invest personally directly in 
the successful projects The 1deas behind this 
The fmal concept embraces the philosophy of 
contmuou~ imprmement which implie' the 
contmuous reorganizatiOn of activities and people 
with growth and development in mmd. A key 
characteristic of all of the above concepts is the 
central position that human re,ources take The 
compames which have followed these 'trateg1e~ 
have been at least :1s successful if not more than 
those which have downsized. The fact that most of 
them have taken deliberate decisions to retam and 
create Jobs would 'ugge't that lack of that 
commitment and not the inevitable effect' of 
economic change lead~ to excessive down~izmg. 
These strateg~e' merit public policy support in 
thooe areas where they encourage and promote 
innovauon, for example by providmg appropriate 
taxat10n regimes to support employee investment 
in the proJeCb in which they are mvolved and to 
I P T S R e p o r t 
A philosophy of 
consistent 
improvement and 
mnovat1on are the 
keys to the success of 
very small compames 
Innovation reqwres 
that compames 
tolerate d1vers1ty and 
that slack resources be 
available to respond to 
opportumt1es 
Publ1c support should 
be g1ven to compames 
mvolvmg employees m 
pro;ec ts and to 
prov1dmg frameworks 
that foster c reat1ve 
partnerships 
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provide regulatory frameworks that foster the 
creative partnerships and alliances that are 
essential components of these strategies. 
Conclusion 
It would appear that the pursuit of efficiency 
through downsizmg has not yielded the 
positive effects on a sufficient scale to 
Keywords 
outweigh the negative effects. Other options 
exist but they require that managements plan 
better, innovate more and change their 
attitudes to human resources. Public policy 
support for these latter strategies would he 
appropnate, and partKular attention needs to 
he paid to measure' for preserving the human 
capital stock through support for retraining and 
redeployment. • 
downsizing, restructuring, human capital. efficiency, strategy, innovation 
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The 'demographic 
t1me-bomb' has been 
a foreseeable problem 
for somet1me 
Employers are res1stmg 
attempts by 
governments to shift 
soual welfare liability 
onto them and 
md1viduals are 
mcreasmgly turnmg to 
pnvate retirement 
proVISIOn 
'Output per cap1ta' 1s a 
usefulmd1cator for 
momtonng changes m 
souety's average 
welfare 
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sigmficant drop in the number of people of 
working age, and (iv) an explosion in the number 
of people approaching retirement and old age. This 
so-called 'demographic tune-bomb' has been a 
foreseeable problem for some time. ~omething rJre 
in the affair' of nat10ns. Its dimension and urgency, 
however. warrant action beyond mere recognition 
and acknowledgement, at the political leveL among 
The centre of gravity lies clearly in the pensioner-
dependency side of the problem in terms of how 
to guarantee funding and organisation of social 
protection- i e pension systems, health-care, etc. 
- that the present generations of contributors/ 
future pemioners, nghtly feel entitled to. (The 
current ratio in most developed countries IS four 
to five of working age for each per,on over 65, 
the sociJl partners, and Jt any other level right and is set to drop to around two-and-a-half to one 
down to the level of individual famihes and 10 Europe by 2025 -The Economist, 27 ]an 96). 
citiZen~. in order to diffuse, or at least dampen, its Already, governments, employers and pnvate 
mounting impact. individuals are beginning to take some action on 
This article aims to draw some imphcat10m of the 
demographic change~ afoot, 10 relat10n to the 
present discussions around Technology-
Employment-Competitiveness. It raises a number 
of questions whKh, even If they have been 
addre~sed in some quarters, deserve to feature 
more in the mainstream discus,Ion~. 
The time-bomb - an ageing 
population 
The demogrJphic time-bomb is essentwlly the 
name given to the economic problems 
associated with continuing to provide a self-
supporting and improving welfare system that 
all segments of the Ell population have become 
accustomed to this century. According to 
projections to the year 2025 (CQM(96J66 The 
Demographic Situation in the EUJ, the under 20s 
group will fall by 9 5 million or 11 ~io, the 'adults 
of working age· group willlo~e 13 million or 6. 5 
%, while 'rellred adults' will mcrease by 50% to 
over 37 million, or 30 % of the total population 
( 1 J. The compen~atory effect:, of the opposmg 
trends for the young and old groups (whereby 
the relative proportions of each will totally 
reverse J, mean~ that the overall dependency 
ratio ( i e the number of dependants per 
workmg member of the population J IS ~et to 
increa~e only slightly. However, the needs and 
social welfare expectations of the retired ;md 
elderly are very different from the needs of the 
voung, and the burden of each group affects 
different aspects of the economy, as discus~ed 
further below 
this. In particular, employer groups are beginning 
to counter government efforts to shift social 
welfare liJbility onto them There is also an 
increasing trend, driven partly by fear of what the 
future might hold, for 10d1V1duals to take out 
personal savings and complementary pension 
schemes. Such trends and readju~tments as well 
as other very different, indirect policy measures 
(e.g. mcenti\es for 10crea~ed fertility in women, 
re-th10kmg Immigration policy, extendmg the 
retirement age, etc. J are necessary and will 
help to dampen the shock, but at the end of the 
day, the overall macro-economic figures have 
to balance. 
Another productivity paradox? 
A relevant indicator to monitor regarding 
changes in average welfare of society is 'output 
per CJpita' of the economy. Model calculations 
for the Ell, reported in COM(96J66, predict that 
the portion of annual per capita productivity 
growth needed to cancel the purely 
demographic effect on pensions will have to 
chmb from the pre~ent level of 0.1 - 0.3 % up 
to 0.5 %by 2005, and by over 1 %by 2025 and 
beyond. However, the conditions under which 
thb should be achieved do not look very 
favourable: ( i) coming out of the recent 
recession, the present state of growth IS rather 
sluggish, ( ii) the amount of growth increase 
reqUired translate~ mto an even higher 
productivity increase demand placed on each 
worker, given the shrinking proportion of the 
'adult' of working age' group, and further 
accentmted by high unemployment, (liiJ the 
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demand for aggregate output increase placed 
on the Ell economy, collides with the 
likelihood of a shrinking domestic market 
( population-WI~e) and a relative decline of the 
EU proportion of the world's population 
It i:, mstructive to take the implications of the:,e 
points a bit further 
Reducing unemployment 
Firstly, in order to increase the aggregate output 
of the economy, getting more, if not all, of the 
unemployed of working age hack into 
productive activities takes on an even more 
urgent dimension (if this is possible!). This 
would have the compound effect of helping to 
lighten the unemployment contributions part of 
the social welfare bill, adchng to wealth 
generation and providing governments with the 
higher L1xahle revenues they need. - (Note that 
OECD governments already ~pend on a\·erage 9 
% of GDP on pensions. This is set to ri'e to 
between 1 ') -20% hy the 2020' but with further 
increases in net public spending arising out of 
even faster increasing a,:,ociated health-care 
costs.) The Commission\ 199'i report on the 
demographic situation in the Ell demonstrate' 
that while the pure demographic effect on 
unemployment levels is clearly po,itive, it falb 
far :,hort of eliminating the problem for the 
lower and medium age groups of the working 
population. 
Higher produdivity · higher 
skills & technology 
Secondly, if the workforce i:, to 'land a chance of 
attaining the extra productivity increa'e' 
mentioned above, the only ,,·ay i' through an 
increased technologiCal intensity of the productive 
sector (in both product and proces') coupled with 
a general and continuou~ up-skilling of the work-
force - both through the formal education system 
and professional training Tlu:, b based on the 
a:,:,ertion that so-called high-tech activities, be they 
in traditiOnal or new emerging industnes and 
'ervices, provide the most fruitful sources of 
''-' IPTS - JRC - \~vil'e. I 9% 
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growth potential and employment creation (see 
for example Technology, Productivity and Job 
Creation OECD 1996). 
Increased output for whose 
consumption? 
Thirdly, the question arises of whether or not all, 
or most. of the required output increases 
envisaged ahm·e, will be consumed dome:,tically 
in the EU, especially in a situation of a static or 
declining overall population. Clearly per capita 
production and consumption can rise in a closed 
economy, if technology pushe' the production 
possihility frontier, and tf the price mechanism 
negotiates between producer's abilities and 
consumers' ta:,tes. More realistically however. for 
open economies, export markets can he crucial. 
As most exported good:, are subject to the rigours 
of free competition, the maintenance of a market 
share require:, (among other thmgs) a level of 
performance and efficiency hest afforded hy 
technological proficiency and a well trained work-
force. and as such concurs wtth the previou:, 
point. This would reinforce the argument for the 
Ell to urgently acquire more prominence m the 
htgh-tech, high growth sectors than it presently 
has (see The IPTS Report No. 02. March 1996) 
Will producers stay in Europe or 
go elsewhere? 
However. the development of internationally 
competitive high-tech industries in Europe reqlllres 
first and foremost that the Ell constitute an attractive 
location for the mvestment of pri,·ate capital In the 
medium to long term. demographic change again 
does not look particubrly favourahle, given that the 
relative tmportance of the Ell's population with 
respect to the rest of the ''oriel is set to declme by a 
couple of percent m·er the next 30 years to cf. 7 %. If 
declining popubtion Jlso mean~ declining market, 
fmn' may wish to relocate else\\ here, near the 
growth markets they wish to explott. In spite of the 
nominal Ell nationality of such mobile firms, the 
welfare impact lo:,s of relocatton ahroad will 
probably not be offset by repatriation of profib and 
dividends to shareholders, etc 
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Only through 
m creased 
technological mtens1ty 
w11!1t be poss1ble for 
the workforce to meet 
the necessary 
product1v1ty tncreases 
Compensatory 
mcent1ves may need to 
be offered to 
d1scourage compames 
from relocattng closer 
to younger 
populat1ons 
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An agetng populat1on 
could create new types 
of demand tn the 
f1elds of education, 
houstng, health, 
transport and le1sure 
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Industry can have many reason~ to WI~h to locate social care costs, hut also facilitate the 
right next to the markets it serves. The question postponement of the retirement age for those who 
raised here is whether or not demography is going can or wish to contmue their productive working. 
to he an increasingly nnportant one of these. If so. 
compensatory mcentive~ may need to he 
enhanced. and ~tructural conditions improved. to 
offset the perceived disadvantage of locating in 
the EU. The above analysis depends on general 
'transport' cosb (including non-tariff barriers to 
trade) and, of course, on the net effect of 
population and disposable income trends. 
What to produce • the changing 
profile of society's needs 
As the median age of the population moves 
upwards (3'i at present, set to reach 45 by 202'i), 
the age-weighted profile of needs will change 
substantially with major comequences for some 
parts of the productive sector and the provision of 
public services. 
On the downside, the decline in the number of 
young people will have a maJOr impact on the 
educational system, and on any sector targeting 
the youth market (toys, entertainment. etc.), some 
of which are presently leading partiCular 
technologiGJl developments - e.g. Nintendo in 
multnnedia software design. 
On the ·up' side, the ageing population will give 
rise to whole new types of demand, principally in 
the fields education, housing, health, transport 
and lei~ure, with many new sorts of goods and 
services required. The productive sector as well as 
the S&T system will have to anticipate, innovate 
and develop the new technologies to enable the~e 
new markets to develop and expand m proportion 
to the emergmg level of demand. In this way, 
disciplines such a~ gerontology and 
gerontechnology will increasingly come to the 
fore (see, for example, the COST-A) action on 
Agemg and Technology) in underpinning the 
developments which define the new markets It i~ 
also probable that such advances in leading to a 
healthier ageing population (i.e. so-called 
rectangulansation see "Economics of 
Population") will not only reduce health and 
Ageing · a new global growth 
market? 
These new goods and serviCes represent clear 
opportunities for business development and 
expansion. The a~~ociated market place is of 
global dimension, given that the same ageing 
trends 10 the EU are mirrored right across the 
OECD. Even in the developing world (with the 
exception of Africa), the ageing phenomenon is 
manifest, with the over 60s set to reach 14% in 
Latin America and most of Asia, and 20% m China 
by 2030 (The Economist 27 jan 96). 
This immediately begs the question as to w~ether, at 
the aggregate level of the EU, the OECD or the world 
economy. this and other growth markets will 
overcompen,ate for declines elsewhere, with a 
resultant net positive growth rate Clearly, with all 
the developed world coming to terms with the same 
problem of attaming the growth levels needed to 
finance the heavier social welfare burden, there is 
incentive to exploit to the full the win-win etTecb of 
free trade, etc. However, because of the nature of the 
ageing market. 10 targeting a by and large inactive 
portion of the population, its overall etTect may turn 
out to be simply neutral. 
One way out of this apparently catch-22 situation 
would be if free trade and reasonable growth 
were to take hold of the developing world in a 
serious way (as It very well could given the right 
conditions- The Economist 2'i May 96). As such, 
the ageing problem constitutes a further stimulus 
for increased public and private efforts in this 
regard, of potential mutual benefit to the 
developing and developed world. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this article has been to speculate 
in a schematic way on a number of implication' of 
the demographic changes afoot for the economic 
activity and welfare of society at large. In short 
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these changes raise a number of questions: 
• How increasing rates of output growth can be 
achieved in the medium to long term by a 
shrinking workforce 
• The consumer markets for industrial output. 
• The changing profile of output. 
These, and other related questions deserve a more 
sophisticated analysis in the on-going policy 
debates so taken up with unemployment, 
innovation, etc., hoth of necessity and in the hope 
that some new and useful insights emerge from the 
underlying synergies and contradictions. I 
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Figure 1. Average EU Population Growth (%) between 1995 and 2025 
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Matching Standards to 
Advancing Technology 
A consequence of the use of ne\1 technique' and 
m:~temb for biomechcal Implanh i' that they must 
comply with certam mechanical ;md chemical testing 
,undarcb. The problem for the regulator lies in the 
need to provide a qualit) a"urance frame11 ork 
which maintains pace with technological 
de1 dopmenh 11 bile at the same time allm1 mg the 
mo't up-to-date and dhnent technique' to pa'' 
through the sy,tem ,md so benefit patienh 
Impming too many regulatory sundards ;md 
procedures ltads to incn:ased cosh for implant 
manubcturers which mu't he pas,ed on to the 
health-care ')stem or to patients. Thi' has a dual 
dfect On the positive side this incre;bes quality 
a"urance. hut on the negatii e 'I de manufacturer' 
may he b' wdhng to 111nm ate 111 de,Ign and w,e of 
matenab. tend111g ImteJd to depend on b' up-to-
date hut thoroughly te,ted modeb \\'Ith large 
market' ,it .-.rake. thi" could lnl't' a major eftect on the 
compelltii'ene'' ot European Implant Imnufacturer.-.. 
Ho\\ en:r. thi' " not to 'ay that ,randarcb ,!10uld he 
111111ImN:d. only that the1 ,hould he -.ufflnently 
tlcxihle to be applicable to both the bting and 
implementation of r.1pidlv developing technol<>gies. 
© IPTS- JRC · Seville. 1 'l96 
In the USA the Food and Drug Admim,tf.ltion 
(FOAl. the main regulatory authority, is 
preparing itself for change' m the rules The llSA 
i' similar to the a· in that each state has ib own 
regulation:-. concerning human Implanb and 
the'e are run in parallel with the FDA·.-. own 
standard,, 'et up under the control of the 
American Society for Testing and .\lateri:.d-. 
(ASH!l In Europe. the European Comrmttee for 
the Co-ordirution of Standarlb ( CE.\ 1 I' the body 
11 hich ann' to harmom'e regulation m th" held 
However, there nu) be a need to make th" 
'tructure more et fective hy 'tnnulatmg 
mtercour'e hem·een mtional hodie,, indu,try 
and reseJrch institute' Thi' could en,ure that .ill 
interested parlle' 11 ere aunmg for a common 
goal - the welfare of the patient 
Thi' is significant 11 hen mrNdering e:-.poi b to 
other nation,, 11 here regulatwn' can differ In 
partKULII. the l'S,\ Jw, 'hghtlv different regulatol') 
procedures, charactensed by longer tune' tor the 
de1·elopment and 'uh,equent market penetration 
of the Implant t whiCh L'> not to -.a) that their 
regulatl<>m are more 'tnngentl Thi~ slowne'~ of 
the liS ''dcm i> demon,trated clearl1 h\ a recent 
ground-breakmg operation to implant an ,1rtificial 
titanium helrl FDA Iegubtion.-. pre~ ented the 
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Standards need to 
keep pace with 
technological 
developments but 
should not represent 
an obstacle to 
innovation 
Regulatory procedures 
vary from one country 
to another and this 
may give rise to 
problems for global 
harmonisation and 
market openness 
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Apart from a need for 
better ms1ght mto the 
biocompatJbi!Jty of 
each matenal used, 
there IS an equally 
important need to 
evaluate the effects of 
wear on the 1mplant 
1tself 
Understanding how 
different human cells 
behave in the interface 
between tissue and 
the implant IS 
fundamental to the 
definition of 
b1ocompatability for 
the matenal 
In vivo testing offers 
the best general 
screemng method, but 
1s slow, costly and can 
mvolve large numbers 
of ammals 
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Americans, who were leading research in this 
field, to test their devices in vivo and so they were 
beaten to the first by a British team. 
This short-cut to the market can, however, have its 
disadvantages in the international marketplace. 
Currently, in the area of drug research and 
development, the FDA is participating in 
harmonisation discussions with the EU, but has its 
reservations about accepting a mutual recognition 
agreement until it is satisfied with EU procedures 
and that regulatory equivalence exists. There is also 
some controversy in the USA over the mspection of 
imported medical devices. At present the US 
taxpayer pays the FDA to carry out inspections, hut 
some officials now believe that the cost should he 
met by either the exporters or their governments. 
Improving testing procedures 
improves standards 
At present, many aspects of the functionality and 
passive Impact m the human body of prosthetic 
implants are not well understood. Apart from a 
need for a better insight into the hiocompatihility 
of each material used, there is an equally 
important need to evaluate the effects of fatigue 
and wear on the implant itself. These latter 
qualities differentiate Implants from drugs, ~ince 
the patient has a prolonged exposure to the 
implant (a number of years), whereas most drugs 
are prescribed over a much shorter period. 
When prosthetic elements are implanted in hving 
organisms, they are in contact with the surroundmg 
biological environment. The biomedical material 
need~ to be both biocompatible and biofunctional, 
in order to ensure that It performs effectively 
without harming the host patient. An understanding 
how different types of human cells behave in the 
interface between tissue and the implant is crucial 
for the definitiOn of the h10compatibility of the 
material. There are two different ways of studymg 
this behaviour: in vivo and in uitro techniques. 
At present, in uiuo te~ting is the most widely-used. 
This type of te~t undoubtedly allows better 
screening of general device biocompatibility and 
N o 8 October 1996 
biofunctionality, hut the techniques are very co~tly 
and require lengthy tests involving large numbers 
of ammals, if not human patients, to yield 
satisfactory evidence. On the other hand, in vitro 
testing of laboratory prepared cell cultures can be 
very sensitive, reproducible and rapidly yield 
quantitative results that are both and statistically 
coherent. Advances in tissue culture techniques 
and genetic markers allow the rapid screening of 
specific interactions between tissues and 
implanted materials and devices. It is from such 
tests that biologists have been able to gain some 
understanding of the genetic toxicity and 
hiocompatibility of materials without endangering 
a human host. 
The main problem is that the complex reaction of 
a living organism to an Implanted material or 
device is the sum of the interactions of these 
specific cellular response~. It therefore takes a lot 
of time and effort to correlate the results of in 
l'itro tests with in vivo behaviour. Nevertheless, by 
separately evaluatmg different cell cultures, prior 
to in viuo testing, it is easier to understand any 
biocompatihility problems which may be present 
in one application that may not arise in another 
Such specific b10compatibility tests need to form 
part of preliminary testing procedures before 
longer :md more expensive in vivo tesb are 
embarked upon. 
A good example of where such specificity can be 
found is in the use of hydroxyapatite, which is a 
material that mimics bone There has been some 
~ucce~~ with ib use a~ a coating for hip prostheses 
where it help~ to promote the acceptance of the 
Implant through integration with natural bone 
cells. However, when it has been used for dental 
implants, the aCidic environment of the mouth 
dissolves the hydroxyapatite and allows bacterial 
infection. 
There are illl'ifro test~ whiCh do satisfy some of these 
criteria and offer general biocompatibility standards. 
However, these standards do not give inform:llion on, 
among other things, the cell-specific biocompal!bihty 
of a material, needed to guarantee the physiological 
integnty of its functions or the potential of cells to 
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mature normally whilst in contact with a material, 
which 1s necessary to guarantee successful long term 
implantation. It is interesting to examine these two 
points with respect to the court cases concerning 
breast implants. Almost thirty years ago the 
manufacturers, Dow Coming, observed contracture 
(tissue hardening around the implant). Despite 
concerns from the medical profession over possible 
leaks and the safety of gel, it was still used. It has now 
been proven that leaks are possible and that the gel 
migrates around the body, although it has not yet 
been shown conclusively whether or not this then 
reacts inside the body. 
Conclusion 
Standardisation and regulatory controls are 
important aspects of all ~cientific development, 
and they are even more important when the 
T h e 
the human body. Although standards do exist at 
a national, and, in some cases, international 
level, they may not be sufficient to guarantee 
effectively that the use of implants i~ completely 
safe. Testing technologies are now being 
developed which can evaluate their precise 
impact on a human host on a cell-by-cell basis, 
and this would seem to be an ideal opportunity 
to develop genuinely specific standards. 
A co-ordinating body, or network of interested 
parties, based at the EU level, dedicated to 
developing testing methodologies and with tight 
regulatory powers is one possible way forward. 
Establishing a pan-European base for the 
development of standards of this kind also offer 
a better outlook for the industries involved in 
the international market, as well as protecting 
the increasing number of citizens who will take 
advantage of these technologies over the 
technologies in question are to he used inside coming decades. • 
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In vitro testtng can be 
very sens1t1ve, rap1d 
and reproducible and 
makes 
b1ocompatabtl1ty 
testing w1th speof1c 
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In v1tro testtng 1s not 
able to assess long-
term surv1va! of cells tn 
contact w1th the 
matenal 
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Information Exchange in Promoting Innovative Activity 
Mana Maroushkma 
It is generally acknowledged that the 
'information pool', i.e. the critical mass of the 
information used in information exchange 
between participanb in the innovation process 
(capital donors and recipients, authors of 
innovations applied in the project, and venture 
firms promoting technologie~). is a stimulating 
factor for innovative activity. It was the 
realisation of this fact that spurred the creation of 
'technoparks' and 'technopolis' areas aimed 
mamly at stimulating contacts between 
re~earchers in various fields of knowledge and 
firms engaged in promoting R&D projects on 
investment markets. 
investment project a circle of partiCipants is 
formed, and technology for the proJect realisation 
is determined. At this stage combination of 
production factors emerges which most effective 
from the viewpoint of the capital donors as well 
as those proposing technical, organizational, legal 
and economic solutions. Therefore, It is of cruoal 
importance that there he free acces~ to the 
information on the range of technological 
wlutions, on experience in implementing 
investment projects, on the effective forms of 
innovatiOn cooperation, and on the potential 
participants in the project, are of crucial 
Importance. The STN world information network 
IS an example of a network which stores 
The range of mterests and tasks performed hy the information on effective technological solutions 
partiCipants in the innovative activity is extremely and on the promotion of technological solutions 
wide: and includes ~electing inve~tment media, on the world investment market. 
searching for spare capitaL choosing the hest 
form' of investment cooperation, ~earching for 
inve,tment partners, upgrading the cost-
effectiveness of the innovation project, searching 
for the most competitive projects, and managing 
the mnovation project effectively. Each 
participant in the innovation process withm the 
given innovation proJect 1~ indispensable, as the 
innovation process i~ e~sentially a corporate 
process bringing together participants with 
different interests, clauns of owner,hip, legal 
statu~. etc. It is the extent to which these different 
intere~t~ can he reconciled that determines the 
project realisation effiCiency, minimizing the risk 
of project failure. 
Information exchange. from selecting innovation:, 
Nevertheless, information concerning mnovative 
initiatives hy individuals and firms is not readily 
available, nor is information on certified project-
managers. nor, in generaL on individuals' 
innovative activity. Such mformation i~ no less 
important than that on the scientific and 
technological potential, as far as ~timulation of the 
mnovation proce~s i~ concerned. 
Both the versatility of the innovative business and 
the importance of personal factors in the 
innovative sphere make it nece,~ary to form 
specific information environments capable of 
~ecuring the de·elopment of effective cooperative 
interaction. 
for the mvestment proJeCt to the project There exists an effective information-based 
accomplishment, is what umte~ and reconciles all solution to 'timulating innovations. namely the 
the different intere:,ts at all stages of the organbation of an electronic innovation ·fair' 
innovation'~ life cycle. At the first stage of an based on computer networks. Technically, this 
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would imply the creation of an information data 
bank that would contain information on all kinds 
of innovative initiatives originating from both 
corporations and mdividuab. 
One could suggest the following specialised data 
bases: 
• projects for capital recipient businesses: 
• proposals by capital donor financial institutions; 
• projects by the creators of new technologies: 
• proposals by project managers capable of 
undertaking to implement relevant mnovation 
project-; (those holding international certificates); 
• proposab by venture firms; 
• proposab by regional authoritie~ on preferential 
treatment for innovation project'i; 
• region:.tl mformation on the investment climate; 
• information on the investment legislation; 
• lists of firms ready to lend intellectual support 
to an innovation project: 
• systematized know-how of successful mnovations 
worldwide. 
The annual international innovation fairs are 
hard-pressed to fully satisfy the demand for 
multi- aspect information on innovations. They 
often last for too short a time for all those 
interested to be able to familiarize themselves 
with the exhibits Secondly, retrospective 
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information is also useful. On the whole fairs 
and exhibitions, though valuable, are basically 
limited in their capability to organi~e information 
exchange 
The Green Paper on innovation pinpoints the 
creation of mnovation databases as an important 
problem. Datahanks with sophisticated computer 
retrieval systems could help hy locating 
complementary innovative initiatives not only in a 
limited database, hut also on-line, through 
computer networks in multilingual media. 
In such a data hank any originator of an innovative 
initiative should he entitled to display information 
on the initiative at the "electronic innovation fair". 
Moreover, the "electronic innovation fair" itself 
should be freely accessible. Runmng such an 
information hank is a separate task, which could 
he performed within the framework of a joint 
venture centre. 
Creating such a data hase is a necessary hut not a 
sufficient condition for securing the right choice of 
competitive projects: analytical work on projects is 
needed, hased on a data base reflecting the 
dynamics of the world commodity and capital 
markets. as well as on information technology 
capable of securing the selection of the most 
interesting innovation projects. 
• Maroushkina M. Information technologies in investment decision support system. 
Moscow, methodological material for the Russian-American Morozovsky project, 
1995. 
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